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Abstract: In-bed posture classification has attracted considerable research interest and has significant
potential to enhance healthcare applications. Recent works generally use approaches based on
pressure maps, machine learning algorithms and focused mainly on finding solutions to obtain
high accuracy in posture classification. Typically, these solutions use different datasets with varying
numbers of sensors and classify the four main postures (supine, prone, left-facing, and right-facing)
or, in some cases, include some variants of those main postures. Following this, this article has
three main objectives: fine-grained detection of postures of bedridden people, identifying a large
number of postures, including small variations—consideration of 28 different postures will help
to better identify the actual position of the bedridden person with a higher accuracy. The number
of different postures in this approach is considerably higher than the of those used in any other
related work; analyze the impact of pressure map resolution on the posture classification accuracy,
which has also not been addressed in other studies; and use the PoPu dataset, a dataset that includes
pressure maps from 60 participants and 28 different postures. The dataset was analyzed using five
distinct ML algorithms (k-nearest neighbors, linear support vector machines, decision tree, random
forest, and multi-layer perceptron). This study’s findings show that the used algorithms achieve
high accuracy in 4-posture classification (up to 99% in the case of MLP) using the PoPu dataset,
with lower accuracies when attempting the finer-grained 28-posture classification approach (up to
68% in the case of random forest). The results indicate that using ML algorithms for finer-grained
applications is possible to specify the patient’s exact position to some degree since the parent posture
is still accurately classified. Furthermore, reducing the resolution of the pressure maps seems to affect
the classifiers only slightly, which suggests that for applications that do not need finer-granularity, a
lower resolution might suffice.

Keywords: in-bed posture; posture classification; posture recognition; pressure map dataset

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, several approaches to classifying postures in bedridden people
have been proposed. Some of them are based on the use of pressure maps obtained through
some type of sensor, normally positioned over the mattress, and the use of machine learning
(ML) algorithms. These approaches are not very intrusive and allow classifying the in-bed
person’s postures with high levels of accuracy—usually above 90% going up to more than
99% in some studies—when only the four main postures (supine, prone, left facing, and
right facing) or fewer postures are considered (e.g., [1–4]). A systematic review on methods
for pressure-based posture classification [5], carried out in 2023, identified and analyzed
22 studies that followed this approach. The studies included in the review, despite being
generally similar in the sense that they use pressure maps and ML algorithms, also present
significant differences: they are based on datasets with different characteristics, they use
different ML algorithms, and they often have different objectives in terms of type and
number of postures they intend to classify. Additionally, existing studies mainly focus on
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searching for solutions to obtain better accuracy values in posture classification. However,
there are some issues that need to be investigated in more detail. It is important to evaluate
the accuracy of the algorithms in classifying a higher number of postures (in addition to the
four main postures normally used) and to evaluate whether it is possible to classify them
with high levels of accuracy. This will allow us to evaluate the use of these approaches in
broader and more reliable healthcare applications. For example, in the case of applications
for monitoring pressure ulcers, this will allow more precise monitoring of the body parts in
contact with the mattress and identify the need for any action to be taken before further
damage is done to the afflicted areas (e.g., shifting the patient’s position). Furthermore,
it is also important to evaluate to what extent the number of sensors in the pressure map
(i.e., the sensor array resolution) affects classification accuracy, which may help to decide
the best resolution of the sensor array to use, considering the purpose for which it will
be used.

Thus, the main objectives of this work are as follows:

• Analyze and validate the use of ML algorithms in the classification of a large number
of bedridden people postures, which will help to identify the real position of the
bedridden person with high accuracy. Although these algorithms have already been
used for posture classification with good results, their application to as many as
28 postures had not yet been evaluated.

• Analyze the impact of pressure map resolution on the accuracy of ML algorithms in
classifying bedridden people postures. There are different studies conducted using
varying amounts of sensors, but comparing the results of the different algorithms on
the same dataset will allow for a better understanding of how the accuracy is affected
by the number of sensors and demonstrate that a solution considering fewer sensors,
which is not only cheaper but also computationally lighter, is a viable solution.

• Use the PoPu dataset [6], one of the datasets that presents a greater number of dif-
ferent postures and a greater number of samples obtained from real people. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time the dataset has been used in a posture
classification study.

2. Related Work

Recently, several studies have been carried out using pressure maps to detect and clas-
sify postures in bedridden people (e.g., [1,2,4,7–9]). In a systematic review with 22 studies
on pressure-based posture classification methods and algorithms [5], published in 2023,
several issues related to the characteristics of the datasets used were analyzed, the number
of postures and the methods used in posture classification. It was concluded that most of
the studies address the use of one or multiple methods for posture classification, namely
using pressure data obtained mostly using piezoelectric sensors under a lying-down person.
It was also found that most studies usually include the four main postures (supine, prone,
facing left, and facing right) but there are some studies that considered a smaller number of
postures (e.g., [1,2,4] three postures considered), obtaining an accuracy greater than 99%,
and some studies with a higher number of postures, with a significantly lower accuracy of
92.4% when 17 postures are considered (e.g., [1]).

It is important to consider that the different values of accuracy presented in the studies
were obtained under different conditions. The methods/algorithms used in addition
to the datasets used are quite different, which makes it difficult to compare the results.
Regarding methods/algorithms, there has been a growing use of neural networks. As
far as datasets are concerned, the differences are very significant. Generally, datasets
include some type of pressure image, with most using a matrix of pressure values, but the
dimension of the pressure image differs considerably. Additionally, some datasets include
additional information such as weight, height, or the body mass index of participants in
their data samples. In fact, existing studies have mainly focused on evaluating the accuracy
of proposed solutions for posture detection but the conditions under which studies are
carried out differ greatly. The number of postures considered is often reduced and it is
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important to evaluate approaches that allow classifying a higher number of postures, which
will increase the accuracy of identifying the actual position of the bedridden person and
thus increase their potential interest in other applications. Furthermore, it has not been
studied how the dimension of the pressure image would affect the resulting accuracy of
the implemented methods.

3. Dataset Description

Bedded or lying-down people’s pressure map datasets are increasingly being used to
identify patients’ in-bed postures and can be very useful for enhancing the development
of numerous healthcare applications. To be an enabler of new healthcare solutions, the
information they provide must be acquired through non-intrusive methods and must
allow the rigorous identification of the bedded or lying-down people’s postures. Although
there are some publicly available datasets, they usually differ in the characteristics of the
sensor array used to obtain the pressure map, the information they collect, and the size
of the dataset. A systematic review of lying-down people’s pressure-map datasets [10],
published in 2023, identified and characterized nine datasets with pressure map data on
lying-down people’s or bedded people’s positions. The datasets included in the review
varied in size, with five having fewer than 2600 ([2,11–14]) and the other four ([15–18])
datasets having 15,000 or more samples. Six datasets ([2,11–15]) considered a smaller
number of poses, up to eight, mostly represented by the four main lying postures. One
work ([16]) included 15 postures; another ([18]) included 20. One study ([17]) that used
computer-generated data considered 99 different poses. The resolutions of the sensor
matrix ranged from 64 sensors displayed in an 8 × 8 resolution to 2048 sensors in a
64 × 32 resolution. Some significant differences between the datasets are related to the
resolution of the pressure maps, differences in the postures chosen for the datasets, and the
small number of participants in some datasets.

Considering these issues, in this study, a dataset of our authorship was used, the
PoPu [6] dataset. The PoPu dataset contains simultaneously collected data from two
different sensor sheets, one placed over and one placed under a mattress. In this case, only
data from the sheet placed over the mattress sensor were used. The sensor sheet used
was a commercially available 180 cm × 78 cm Tactilus [19] with 1728 piezoelectric sensors
distributed in a 27 × 64 matrix. The dataset includes data from 60 individuals, namely sex,
weight, height, and pressure maps corresponding to 28 different positions (as presented
in Table 1), with 7 variations for each of the 4 main positions that are found in most of the
literature (supine, prone, facing left, and facing right). For each of the main positions, two
variations also include pillow placement. For each variation, 30 data samples representing
small variations were acquired. This resulted in a dataset with 50,400 pressure data samples
distributed evenly, with 1800 samples for each of the 28 positions. The high number of
positions considered and the number of samples are some of the reasons that supported
the choice of this dataset, as it will allow a more precise identification of the position of the
bedridden person. The dataset also accounts for good distribution regarding the weight,
height, and sex parameters, which should be valuable assets not only for the present study
but also for any future applications, especially using real-time data. Additionally, to the
best of our knowledge, this will be the first study that will use this dataset, which should
serve as an important contribution to its validation.

Table 1. Different positions and variations considered (previously published in [6]).

Posture
Variations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Supine
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pressure sensors. This source of information varies in terms of the number of sensors that 

can range from 8 x 8 matrices to arrays of 1600 pressure sensors and considering variants 

of different postures of people in bed (4 to 17 different poses). The number of different 

identifiable postures also varies from approach to approach, ranging from the detection 

of just 3 poses to 17. To process this data and carry out the detection based on the collected 

datasets, several algorithms have also been used. Out of these, some stand out for their 

popularity and the accuracy they tend to achieve, such as k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), 
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proaches, the use of neural networks has clearly increased in recent years and has 

achieved results with greater accuracy (99%). Although they can also achieve good results, 

other approaches, such as k-NN, are used for comparison purposes. 

This work follows an approach in which five of the most commonly used algorithms 

in the field of posture classification (“Nearest Neighbors”, “Linear SVM”, “Decision Tree”, 

“Random Forest”, “Neural Network Multilayer Perceptron” (MLP)) are used on various 
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the accuracy achieved for different resolution scenarios of the input data and higher num-
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4. Methodology

This section is divided into 2 subsections. The first subsection explores the different
algorithms used in the literature and the ones selected for this study. The second subsection
contains the information regarding the various experiments done for this study along with
their results. The experiments and results (second) subsection is further split into different
subsections representing the different experiments.

4.1. Algorithms

As recently published in [5], there have been several works that use artificial intelli-
gence algorithms to detect patients’ in-bed postures based on data collected from pressure
sensors. This source of information varies in terms of the number of sensors that can range
from 8 x 8 matrices to arrays of 1600 pressure sensors and considering variants of different
postures of people in bed (4 to 17 different poses). The number of different identifiable
postures also varies from approach to approach, ranging from the detection of just 3 poses
to 17. To process this data and carry out the detection based on the collected datasets,
several algorithms have also been used. Out of these, some stand out for their popularity
and the accuracy they tend to achieve, such as k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), linear support
vector machine (SVM), decision tree, random forest, or neural network. In the study pub-
lished in [5], the relationship between collected pressure data (datasets), the algorithm or
processing methods used, and the corresponding accuracy achieved was presented for
several approaches published in the last decade. Of the different approaches, the use of
neural networks has clearly increased in recent years and has achieved results with greater
accuracy (99%). Although they can also achieve good results, other approaches, such as
k-NN, are used for comparison purposes.

This work follows an approach in which five of the most commonly used algorithms
in the field of posture classification (“Nearest Neighbors”, “Linear SVM”, “Decision Tree”,
“Random Forest”, “Neural Network Multilayer Perceptron” (MLP)) are used on various
combinations (number of poses (4 and 28) and resolutions (x to y)) of a dataset to analyze
the accuracy achieved for different resolution scenarios of the input data and higher number
of detectable postures.

4.2. Experiments and Results

This section contains the tests performed on the data in obtaining the most accurate
models using the selected algorithms while keeping in mind that the number of data
available could result in overfit models. The section is split into four subsections; the
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first contains the initial experiments using the selected algorithms and all the available
data in two different scenarios—one with 4 classes and the other with 28 classes. The
second subsection intends to further validate the results from the primary experiments
as to demonstrate their validity, not only increasing the number of folds in the cross-fold
validation experiments but also using the leave one subject out (LOSO) approach. The third
subsection contains the experiment performed to the high granularity classifier, where
the main position is given to test whether it will influence the resulting accuracy. The
fourth subsection is relative to experimenting with the outcome of using the dataset to
train new models using only the pressure data, this means that for this experiment, the
additional characteristics (sex, weight, and height) were not used as input parameters. The
fifth subsection contains the experimentation and results of lowering the resolution of the
pressure data to assess the effectiveness of the resulting models.

For every experiment the library scikit-learn was used, not only for model training
but also obtaining the metrics included in the experiments. Furthermore, to facilitate
reproducibility of these experiments, the hyperparameters set for each of the selected
algorithms were:

k-NN: k = 3;
SVC: kernel = linear, C = 0.025;
Decision tree: max_depth = 30;
Random forest: max_depth = 30;
Multilayer perceptron: alpha = 0.001, max_iterations = 1000

The calculated classification metrics include the model’s accuracy, precision, recall
score and F1 score. These are the most commonly used classification metrics, along with
confusion matrices, that will also be included in some examples. Accuracy portrays how
accurate the model is by comparing the accurate classification to the total number of
predictions, and it was the metric used most when discussing the experimental results.
The rest of the metrics used are averaged on account of the multiple postures considered
for classification. Precision is the ratio of true positives compared to the number of total
positives predicted. Recall is the ratio of true positives compared to the total positives in
ground truth. The F1 score metric is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall scores.

4.2.1. Initial Experiments

Using the dataset and selected algorithms, the following steps include testing the
effectiveness of the algorithms on said data. This will show how useful the dataset would
be for posture classification. For this purpose, and following the methods used by other
researchers, the dataset was first tested considering only the 4 main postures (supine, prone,
left and right facing) and then using the 28 postures available in the dataset.

The data included in the dataset was modified to function with the proposed algo-
rithms, namely by converting the parameter identifying the sex of the participants into
binary values. Furthermore, the values in the pressure map were normalized previous to
model training. This means the input data used for the experiments (unless mentioned
otherwise) were:

Normalized (0–1) pressure values;
Participant sex;
Participant weight;
Participant height.

Since the dataset includes plenty of sample frames, the data were split 60/20/20 for
all the following steps (60% of the data were used for training each of the models, 20% for
testing, and 20% for validating the resulting models). The split was made so that none of the
samples in the training split contained data from samples from volunteers that are found
in the other splits. For validation purposes, the models go through k-fold cross-validation
(k = 5), and the results presented in this section include the averages of the accuracy results
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from the cross validation. This means that for each algorithm, there will be 5 different
models trained, each with different data splits.

The tables regarding the results of testing the different models will all follow the
same format, with the average accuracy percentage, standard deviation for the accuracy,
the average precision, average recall, and average F1 score. These values are gathered
from applying k-fold cross validation to the model and correspond to the validation of
the models.

First, the results for the models trained with only the 4 main postures considered are
represented in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 4 classes.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy
% 92.11% 91.31% 80.07% 95.32% 95.60%

Standard
Deviation 0.0071 0.0259 0.0331 0.0179 0.0196

Average Precision 0.9211 0.9131 0.8007 0.9532 0.9560
Average Recall 0.9211 0.9131 0.8007 0.9532 0.9560

Average
F1 score 0.9211 0.9131 0.8007 0.9532 0.9560

It is worth noting that the highest accuracy registered for any of the models trained in
this experiment was one of the MLP models, with a 98.40% validation accuracy. This is also
the highest accuracy out of all of the experiments.

Apart from these results and to better illustrate the outcome of the models, as most
have a high accuracy, the confusion matrix (code generated) for one of the algorithms—namely
MLP—is displayed in Figure 1, in which each row represents the expected result and each
column represents the predicted result for each position. For generating this and following
confusion matrices, a model was trained simultaneously, using the same split of 60/20/20,
and the values are from the validation of said model.
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Figure 1. Confusion matrix of MLP classification with 4 classes.

As portrayed by Figure 1, there are not many incorrect classifications and there does
not seem to be a pattern to the ones that are wrongfully classified.

After this, the next step was training different models, using the same algorithms,
but considering all 28 postures available in the dataset. The results for this approach are
represented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 28 classes.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy
% 43.87% 58.40% 35.66% 63.58% 59.50%

Standard
Deviation 0.0173 0.0245 0.0243 0.0240 0.0278

Average Precision 0.4387 0.5840 0.3566 0.6358 0.5950
Average Recall 0.4387 0.5840 0.3566 0.6358 0.5950

Average
F1-score 0.4387 0.5840 0.3566 0.6358 0.5950

Unlike the 4-posture alternative, the results with 28 postures are quite lower as to
their accuracy, with the highest average accuracy being around 64% and the highest model
having a validation accuracy of 67.81% (random forest). Figure 2 shows the confusion
matrix for the model resulting from the MLP algorithm. As the previous confusion matrix,
the rows represent the expected result and the columns represent the result predicted by
the model. Furthermore, the classes are represented in the same order (left, prone, right,
supine), with 7 rows and columns representing the 7 variations for the main poisitions.
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Figure 2. Confusion matrix of MLP classification with 28 classes.

The 28 posture experiment shows that even with a lower accuracy, most classifications
are correct, and by observing the wrongfully predicted classes, there seems to be a pattern
that indicates that even if the granularity of the postures is higher, the model mostly
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predicts classes that are of the same main class, as they are mostly encompassed inside the
7 variations.

4.2.2. Further Validation

To validate the results from the initial experiments further, additional experiments
were conducted regarding the 4-posture classification experiments, namely increasing
the number of folds in the cross validation to 10 and an additional experiment using the
LOSO approach.

Since the highest average accuracy for 5-fold cross validation was attained using the
MLP algorithm, the following experiments will also be using this algorithm.

Using 10-fold cross-validation, the results did not significantly change, as the average
accuracy remained at around 96%.

The graph displayed in Figure 3 contains the validation accuracy for the 10-fold cross
validation, with a lowest accuracy of 89.5% and a highest of 99.02%, which is a better result
than any of those registered in the 5-fold cross validation. Furthermore, the metrics used in
the other experiments are the following:

Average accuracy (%): 95.96%
Standard deviation: 0.0356
Average precision: 0.9596
Average recall: 0.9596
Average F1-score: 0.9596
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Figure 3. Tenfold cross validation accuracy results.

For the LOSO experiments, the models were trained using every sample except for
the samples of one of the subjects, which was used for validation. This means that there
were 60 different runs where a model was trained and validated as the dataset contains
samples for 60 different volunteers.

For this experiment, the results are as follows:

Average accuracy (%): 96.25%
Standard deviation: 0.0741
Average precision: 0.9633
Average recall: 0.9625
Average F1-score: 0.9603

The results from this experiment further demonstrate that the resulting models will
have a relatively high accuracy for most subjects. Although there were models with near-
100% accuracy, there are some results from the LOSO experiment for which the accuracy is
significantly lower, which explains the high standard deviation of the resulting accuracies.
The individual results from this experiment will not be considered as the highest results, as
they are heavily biased.
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4.2.3. Pre-Calculated Main Posture Experiment

After observing the results from the previous section, an experiment was conceived
which consists of using the outcome of the low granularity classifiers (which have high
accuracy) as an input for the finer grained classificators. As such, for this experiment,
the main posture is given as an input to the algorithms to assess how this influences the
accuracy of the classifiers.

The results of these experiments are displayed in Table 4 like the rest of the experiments.

Table 4. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 28 classes having the main posture as an
additional input.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 43.95% 58.84% 46.64% 64.10% 59.60%
Standard Deviation 0.0174 0.0260 0.0265 0.0178 0.0266
Average Precision 0.4395 0.5884 0.4664 0.6410 0.5960

Average Recall 0.4395 0.5884 0.4664 0.6410 0.5960
Average
F1-score 0.4395 0.5884 0.4664 0.6410 0.5960

This experiment did not change the accuracy of the algorithms considerably, making
only a significant difference in the decision tree algorithm, which improved its accuracy by
11%, but it still does not reach the 50% mark. The extra step of pre-classifying the main pos-
ture for finer granularity is found to not be relevant to the classifiers with finer granularity.

4.2.4. Pressure Only Experiment

The PoPu dataset includes not only pressure data but also participant characteristics,
including sex, weight, and height. To test how this additional data influences the accuracy
of the different algorithms, another batch of testing was conducted without including the
additional parameters as input for the algorithms, and the same data are displayed in two
tables—Table 5 with the results of the algorithms considering only 4 postures and Table 6
considering 28 postures—formatted like the tables in the previous experiments.

Table 5. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 4 classes using pressure data only.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 92.07% 91.25% 80.05% 95.37% 95.24%
Standard Deviation 0.0073 0.0258 0.0298 0.0156 0.0218
Average Precision 0.9207 0.9125 0.8005 0.9537 0.9524

Average Recall 0.9207 0.9125 0.8005 0.9537 0.9524
Average
F1-score 0.9207 0.9125 0.8005 0.9537 0.9524

Table 6. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 28 classes using pressure data only.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 43.80% 58.25% 35.75% 63.06% 59.10%
Standard Deviation 0.0175 0.0240 0.0314 0.0304 0.0244
Average Precision 0.4380 0.5825 0.3575 0.6306 0.5910

Average Recall 0.4380 0.5825 0.3575 0.6306 0.5910
Average
F1-score 0.4380 0.5825 0.3575 0.6306 0.5910

From this experiment, the immediate conclusion is that the additional participant
information is not very impactful in the performance of the algorithms with the differences
in accuracy percentages not reaching 1%.
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4.2.5. Pressure Matrix Resolution Reduction Experiments

The following tests to the results from the usage of the PoPu dataset consisted of
reducing the resolution of the pressure data to assess how it would affect the accuracy
of the classification algorithms. For this purpose, the original pressure data, which is
represented in a 64 × 27 matrix is transformed into a smaller matrix maintaining the shape
of the original pressure data, this was accomplished by removing half of the rows and half
of the columns and evaluating the accuracy of the algorithms for each split.

Figure 4 displays the different resolutions used for the model training in this section
compared to the original (left) as images obtained directly from one of the pressure images
available in the dataset.
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The first split was performed, and the models were trained using a 32 × 14 matrix,
which lowered the number of pressure points from the original 1728 to 448. The results
on Tables 7 and 8 were obtained using the exact same techniques as previous experiments
regarding the cross-validation technique.

Table 7. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 4 classes using a reduced (32 × 14) pressure matrix.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 91.34% 91.16% 79.07% 95.29% 95.31%
Standard Deviation 0.0115 0.0252 0.0379 0.0130 0.0185
Average Precision 0.9134 0.9116 0.7907 0.9529 0.9531

Average Recall 0.9134 0.9116 0.7907 0.9529 0.9531
Average
F1-score 0.9134 0.9116 0.7907 0.9529 0.9531

Table 8. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 28 classes using a reduced (32 × 14) pressure matrix.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 43.67% 57.80% 34.52% 61.25% 58.59%
Standard Deviation 0.0169 0.0214 0.0250 0.0152 0.0281
Average Precision 0.4367 0.5780 0.3452 0.6125 0.5859

Average Recall 0.4367 0.5780 0.3452 0.6125 0.5859
Average
F1-score 0.4367 0.5780 0.3452 0.6125 0.5859
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As the results observed were still above 90% for the 4 posture classifiers and there
was no significant change in any of the classifier’s accuracies, the matrix was split even
further into a 16 × 7 matrix, which reduced the number of pressure points to 112. The
results obtained using this data are displayed in Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 4 classes using a reduced (16 × 7) pressure matrix.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 87.90% 88.91% 75.94% 94.23% 94.59%
Standard Deviation 0.0188 0.0168 0.0322 0.0124 0.0178
Average Precision 0.8790 0.8891 0.7594 0.9423 0.9459

Average Recall 0.8790 0.8891 0.7594 0.9423 0.9459
Average
F1-score 0.8790 0.8891 0.7594 0.9423 0.9459

Table 10. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 28 classes using a reduced (16 × 7) pressure matrix.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 38.87% 53.85% 32.37% 55.76% 53.86%
Standard Deviation 0.0336 0.0230 0.0135 0.0348 0.0238
Average Precision 0.3887 0.5385 0.3237 0.5576 0.5386

Average Recall 0.3887 0.5385 0.3237 0.5576 0.5386
Average
F1-score 0.3887 0.5385 0.3237 0.5576 0.5386

The overall accuracy decreases considerably at this point for most algorithms, but
some still show high accuracies for the 4 posture classifier. Considering this, the matrix
was further reduced to a low of 8 × 4 to assess how a minimum amount of pressure points
would affect the accuracy of the algorithms in the 4-posture classification experiment.
Results are presented in Table 11. As the accuracies for the 28 posture classifiers are
already dropping under 40% in most of the algorithms, this was the stopping point for the
28-posture classification experiments.

Table 11. Results of 5-fold cross-validation with 4 classes using a reduced (8 × 4) pressure matrix.

Algorithm k-NN Linear SVM Decision Tree Random Forest MLP

Average Accuracy % 68.93% 77.97% 66.44% 83.03% 81.62%
Standard Deviation 0.0273 0.0132 0.0441 0.0148 0.218
Average Precision 0.6893 0.7797 0.6644 0.8303 0.8162

Average Recall 0.6893 0.7797 0.6644 0.8303 0.8162
Average
F1-score 0.6893 0.7797 0.6644 0.8303 0.8162

Although the resulting accuracies for the 4-posture models were still relatively high
in some cases (up to 83%), the accuracy at this point was much lower, and for this reason,
the 16 × 7 matrix was thought to be the best stopping point for the matrix resolution
reduction experiment, considering 112 (16 × 7) as the minimal amount of pressure points
for a sufficiently accurate classification method. Furthermore, reducing the resolution any
more would significantly alter the matrix shape and the manner of reducing the resolution.
Nontheless, a final confusion matrix was generated to assess how the classifications were
distributed on the lowest resolution experiment. Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix of
MLP classification with 4 classes trained using reduced 8 × 4 matrix.
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Some of the related works presented an alternative to the classification in which they
considered only 3 postures, combining the supine and prone positions because of their
similarity regarding the pressure information. However, even in the lowest resolution
considered in this experiment, there does not seem to be a high number of misclassified
samples in that regard.

5. Discussion and Final Remarks

The field of posture classification has been studied in various manners, and mostly
considers 4 postures as classes for classification. The experiments in this study show that
ML algorithms—namely k-NN, SVM, decision tree, random forest, and neural networks
(MLP)—can achieve high accuracy with the best-performing classifier, achieving 99%
accuracy for 4-posture classification and a lower accuracy considering the finer-grained
28-posture classification alternative presented (up to 68%). These accuracy values are in
line with the values identified in the systematic review [5], which analyzed pressure-based
posture classification algorithms. When considering only the four main postures, the eight
works analyzed in this review presented accuracies between 87.9% and 99.7%. Only two
of them have an accuracy value higher than the value obtained in this work. However,
comparisons between these studies could be misleading because results were obtained
under different conditions, namely the resolution of the pressure sensor matrix and number
of samples in the dataset. The 28-posture classification models were also noted for how
their incorrect classifications were distributed, as they are still mostly found within the
parent posture, which means that even for a wrongful classification when considering the
28 postures, there is a high chance that the parent posture is accurate.

The PoPu dataset plays a crucial role in achieving high accuracies in this study, and
it includes a 64 × 27 pressure map along with participant characteristics. This study also
includes experimentation regarding the data used in model training.

First, the additional participant characteristics were removed from the dataset training
and results show that the additional parameters are not very important for the classification
as the results remained relatively alike the first experiment. Secondly, after analyzing the
initial results and noticing that the misclassified postures were mostly contained within one
of the seven variations within the main positions, an experiment was conducted in which
the models were input the main position to assess how it would influence the outcome of
the algorithm, which did not alter the results for the most part, excluding the models using
random forest, which had an average 10% increase. Thirdly, the dataset’s pressure map’s
resolution was reduced to verify its impact on the accuracy, and although there is a decline,
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even the lowest tested resolution of 8 × 4 (from the original 64 × 27) achieved respectable
accuracy for the 4-posture models, with a highest accuracy of ~85% in both random forest
and MLP despite these results. Since the 28-posture models did not achieve such a positive
outcome, the 16 × 7 resolution shows the most promise since it achieved an accuracy
quite similar to that obtained from using the original resolution with a small decrease.
The 28-posture classification experiments show that finer granularity classification needs
the additional resolution, as the accuracies for the 16 × 7 resolution showed a significant
decrease, with most models nearing 50% accuracy.

The purpose of lowering the resolution of the pressure maps is to understand if a
lower number of sensors would still allow for an accurate posture classification even in
finer-grained classification approaches, and the results of the experiments seem to confirm
that lower resolutions are able to maintain high accuracies for a reduced number of classes
only. The higher resolution allows for a more accurate fine-grained classification, but
for applications that do not require such granularity, a lower resolution would suffice.
With the need for a high resolution out of the picture, a smaller number of sensors can
be used for pressure sensor sheets, which would not only result in more inexpensive
sensor sheets but—with the reduction of the data being passed as input—the algorithms
would provide classifications with ease, allowing for solutions in the field to have machine
learning solutions without high computation requirements.

To better understand how the usage of this paper’s findings would affect healthcare
applications, a similar study with classification done in real-time would be the logical next
step, as it would help further validate the models trained for the purpose of this study.
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